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Preface

Like many, I fell into the vacation rental (VR) industry by accident. Blame it on a random 
road trip to my friend's cool little cabin in the mountains of Flagstaff AZ. It was a slice of 
heaven compared to the smoldering Phoenix summer! He also rented it out which 
seemed like a brilliant idea, so in 2006, I purchased my own cabin.

Remember, 2006 was the worst year EVER to purchase real estate. I paid $360,000 for a 
very average 3Br cabin, and it's still worth $100,000+ less today. My mortgage is horrible 
- the second mortgage is 10.3 percent APR. I can’t refinance since I'm self employed & 
recently quit my day job. 

Why do I tell you my personal sob story?

Because even though I was completely clueless, have a bad mortgage & am 100K under 
water, I slowly figured it out. Through experimenting, testing and trying new ideas, 
it's now pumping out profits. I've now been clearing $1000 to $3000 a month profit 
from just one property. I went from $14,300 in rental income in 2007 to $53,800 in 2013.  

The depressing part (for me), is had I used the marketing methods I'm about to show you 
from day one, I would have made an additional $100,000+ over the last 7 years.
Yes, that's me you hear crying in the distance... 
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Preface
Luckily, you get to avoid my painful $100,000 mistakes – if you choose.

I learned the hard way that I needed to try new ideas & marketing tactics.  
 
As our fairly smart friend Al once said:

 Albert Einstein

Well, instead of being frustrated and pulling your hair out, I have some simple ideas for 
you to implement so you can expect a different result. 

Most of the concepts are common sense, yet it's amazing how many owners don't do 
them. I fell into the same trap for years, so I feel your pain. However, until I fully realized 
I needed to invest in marketing, I was leaving lots of money on the table. 

Simply follow my step-by-step roadmap to Get Booked FAST. I will show you how to 
dominate Google & build multiple marketing channels for your VR. 
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Just a bit of housekeeping before we start:

Live website links are in RED. Click these links for resources to learn more. They are 
also the direct links* to get the best deals on the listing sites. (See my coupon codes 
for extra savings – they are good at time of publishing but may not last forever.)

*Some links are referral links where I may make a small commission at no cost to you. 
Using my links to sign up helps offset the time & cost to give you resources like this. Of 
course, I only recommend products I use and believe in myself. In fact, I often 
recommend many free resources and tips to save you money as my #1 goal is helping 
you succeed. I really appreciate your support. 

Personal Examples: While I add my own VR to show the ideas in action, keep in mind 
the numbers are from just one average property that is $200 a night. If you have more 
expensive or multiple VR's your potential profits could be MUCH higher. 

Disclaimer my mean lawyer made me add: While I personally use these exact methods 
and recommend everything in this eBook, each situation and market is different and there 
is no guarantee you will have similar results.

And now, the eBook... 
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Secret #1 
Listing Sites Still Rule

Why are listing sites so powerful? 

Because you can join a listing site and receive your first inquires that very same day. 
Listing sites allow you to get started with no technical skills. 

These sites work because they already have millions of renters browsing their sites for 
VR's every day; all you do is plug your VR into that lead-generating engine.

Additionally, the best listing sites spend millions on SEO & paid advertising to be on the 
first page of Google. Even if a guest has never heard of VRBO, as soon as they go to 
Google, there's your VRBO listing on the first page waiting for them. 

Listing sites are the proven vehicle to get us there the fastest – and they are not going 
anywhere in the foreseeable future, so get on board – or get left behind! 
 

  

 

The object of this eBook is to get your calendar booked ASAP.
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Expert 
Myth #1

Let's be honest, this myth is perpetuated by those trying to sell you a VR website! Unless 
you are experienced building & promoting websites, skip that idea...until after you have 
all the listing sites set up. Then, if you want more challenges, add your own website.

Just putting up a personal website isn't that hard, but getting it findable – which means on 
page 1 of Google, is very hard – even for experienced marketers. If your website is stuck 
on page 34, like most other VR websites, no one will ever find it, much less book it. 

Comparatively, the listing sites are easy peasy, no skill or technical know-how needed. 
And guess what? They are already on page 1 of Google! 

Which is why the next secret works SO well. 

 

“Forget the listing sites, you 
  MUST have your own website.”
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Secret #2  
The Haystack Strategy 

Is your VR like the needle in the online haystack? 

Well, if you appear on just one or two listing sites, you are the needle. Only by sheer luck 
will a potential guest find you. Why not make it easier? Why not be the Haystack? 

Using my “Haystack Strategy” will make it impossible NOT to find your VR by listing on 
ALL the sites already on the first page of Google. Would you rather have a 1 in 25 chance 
or a 1 in 2 chance of getting found online? 

Using the Haystack Strategy is how I went from being the unfound needle to... 

 How I Got My VR to Show Up 9 Times on the First Page of Google

Sure, there are rare exceptions to every rule (some people are lucky enough to be 
booked on just VRBO for example). But if you're serious about maximizing profits, why 
would you hide from potential renters? If a renter searches on FlipKey, and you're not 
there, you have zero chance with that guest.

The next 2 pages show the Haystack Strategy in action with my own VR... 

http://vrownersguide.com/how-i-got-my-vr-to-show-up-9-times-on-the-first-page-of-google/
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Page 1 of Google 

VRBO

VR.com

VRBO

Home
Away

VR.com
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Page 1 Continued 

FlipKey

TripAdvisor (FlipKey)

TripAdvisor (FlipKey)

CraigsList

My Website

FlipKey

    My 
Website
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As you can see in the example above, I've simply typed in a common search term 
“Flagstaff Vacation Rental” for a VR in my area of Flagstaff AZ. 

The results are as follows for the 1st page of Google:

FlipKey – 4 listings
VRBO – 2 listings
VacationRentals.com – 2 listings
My Website – 2 listings
HomeAway – 1 listing
CraigsList – 1 listing

There were 25 total listings on page 1 and I was listed on 12 of them, or almost half, 
thanks to the Haystack Strategy. 

                                                 Haystack Strategy = 
        Plugging Your VR into Sites Already on Page 1 of Google 

Of course using different search terms will yield different placements but you can see how 
dominant the sites I recommend are in Google – especially if you use them all!

After discovering the Haystack Strategy, I soon realized there was a specific sequence 
every booking takes. I simply turned it into the sales funnel on the next page...  
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   The “Get Bookings FAST Funnel”
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In the “Get Bookings FAST Funnel” above, it all starts at the top. If you are only listed in 
a couple of places, you are severely limiting your chances of being found.  

● You have to be on every possible listing site to maximize your chances. 
● On each listing site, your thumbnail photo & description have to be “Click Worthy.” 
● Then, the rest of your photos must inspire a guest to want more.
● Next, your reviews will dictate if you earned enough trust to send an inquiry. 
● Once the inquiry is sent you must respond quickly to earn the booking. 

  Each step of the funnel is not possible without the step above it. 

Only a fraction of the potential guests pass from one level down to the next, so you 
want to capture every possible guest at the top of the funnel. If you skip or skimp on 
any of the steps you will never reach your profit potential. 

Just like the stock market – it pays to diversify. Don’t put all your effort into one listing 
site. What happens if that site gets too expensive, or stops producing leads for some 
reason? If you are diversified, you can handle the ups & downs of each individual 
listing site and are not dependent on any of them. 
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Also - get this -  if you have the demand from 7 sites you can raise your rates! 

It's simple supply & demand. With a bigger pool of guests fighting for your VR, a small 
$10 per night increase is an extra $2000 with 200 nights booked.  That's a 2 to 1 return 
on a $1000 listing site spend  – not even counting extra nights booked which could be 
$10,000 dollars plus!

Additionally, since dates are booked earlier, you also get better cash flow by locking up 
bookings months in advance - not days. This lets you keep your standard rates, rather 
than lowering prices as you get desperate trying to fill last minute holes in your calendar.   

Yet another amazing benefit from doubling or tripling your inquires is you can now cherry 
pick the best guests. Now, you won't have to accept that shady group of 10 when you 
have multiple offers from guests that are a much better fit. How much is this worth to your 
sanity alone?

This is a spend money to make money business. 
If you don't spend money on marketing, you won't make money.

The great news is, the ROI on the good listing sites is fantastic!   

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Secret #3
The MUST Have Sites (USA)

OK friends, here is the nitty gritty.  These are the time tested sites that produce the most 
inquiries, bookings & profits. If you haven't already, try these sites for at least a year.

HomeAway - Click Here to See HomeAway Offers  Use Code G307
                                                                                                                   Save $25 till 4/14
I list HomeAway first since they own & operate this site plus VRBO and 
VacationRentals.com as well as a handful of smaller sites, thus making them the 800 
pound Gorilla of listing sites. (This does not mean the HomeAway site will necessarily 
perform better for you than the others.) 

Cost based on subscription level = higher placement in search rankings: 

$349 Classic
$499 Bronze     - 25% more inquires than Classic 
$649 Silver        - 50% more inquires than Classic 
$799 Gold         - 110% more inquires than Classic 
$999 Platinum   - 220% more inquires than Classic 

**Get at least the U.S. Bundle for $299 extra to any package. This includes 
VRBO & VacationRentals.com. 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/HomeAway
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The bottom line is you need to spend money to make money. Do what it takes to be on 
page 1 and as long as you have a desirable place you will get lots of inquiries & 
bookings. In 2013 I got about a 25 to 1 return on my marketing dollars spent. Not a bad 
deal! For more read my blog post:

 “Why it's Smart to Overpay for Vacation Rental Marketing”

VRBO – Click Here to See VRBO Offers 

VRBO, or Vacation Rental By Owner, is one of the oldest and 
best listing sites. 

As mentioned previously, it's part of HomeAway. In fact the pricing is identical to 
HomeAway and I highly recommend getting the US or Global Bundle. This makes 
both a better value. 

Oh and updating both sites? It's a breeze since VRBo & HomeAway are linked together – 
update one and the other updates automatically! Reviews are also shared, so when you 
get a review on VRBO it automatically posts to HomeAway & VacationRentals.com. 

Bonus: Use the coupon code “1MONTHFREE” when you sign up at the link above to 
get your free month. 

http://vrownersguide.com/why-its-smart-to-overpay-for-vacation-rental-marketing/
http://VROwnersGuide.com/VRBO
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If you want international visitors, go for the Global Bundle which includes VRBO, 
VacationRentals.com + 15 international sites for $499.

I personally use the Platinum subscription + the U.S. Bundle. This gives me:

$999 HomeAway
$299 U.S. Bundle (VRBO + VacationRentals.com)

$1298 Total for Top Ranking on both HomeAway & VRBO. I also get a $199 
subscription for VacationRentals.com included free (they don't have subscription levels). 
This would all be $2197 if purchased separately.
 

   So, do YOU need the Platinum Level?

It depends on how crowded your market is. The only reason you need the extra levels is 
to appear above your competition. If you only have 20 listings in your area, you will 
already be on the first page, so why spend an extra $550 just to move a few spots? 
However if your area has 400 listings you can imagine the ones at the bottom rarely even 
get a look much less a booking.

The beauty of Platinum Level is it puts you one click away from page one of Google. 
Meaning when someone clicks the VRBO link, your VR is right there at the top 
without even clicking or scrolling down further. See it in action on the next page.

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

        Google Page One           >>> One Click >>>      VRBO Page One

          Number 3 Listing on Google and the Number 4 Listing on VRBO
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FlipKey – Click Here to Get FlipKey FREE

FlipKey is one of the biggest opportunities most owners are missing out on. You would 
think it’s a secret listing site no one knows about.

Here is the deal: FlipKey is part of TripAdvisor and gets a TON of web traffic (potential 
guests) from that as well as great rankings on Google. However, for some reason FlipKey 
only has a fraction of the VR’s listed compared to VRBO or HomeAway,  and it's FREE! 
Did I mention you also get a listing on TripAdvisor and a few other sites included as well?

FlipKey used to have a $299 annual plan which they no longer offer to new customers. 
Now, the free listing with 3% Booking Fee is the only option for new customers. 

Note to existing $299 members: Switch to the Free model. 

If you think about it, FlipKey is going to push the Free Listings to guests over the 
Subscription customers because they only make money if the free listing gets 
booked. FlipKey already has your money with the subscription, so they have little 
incentive to push guests to you. Why fight that loosing battle? 

“But I don't like the free model because I can't communicate with guests.” 

Baloney I say!        Just be creative and flexible – it's well worth it. 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/FlipKey
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You can absolutely communicate with potential guests. It's just done through the FlipKey 
site instead of email and you still get their full contact info after it's booked. If you wanted 
to talk on the phone you can do so after the booking and simply cancel it that same day if 
there were red flags. Is it ideal? No, but this slight inconvenience made me an extra 
$9,000 in 2013. I don't know about you, but I'll be flexible for $9,000.
 

 Since there is zero risk, every VR owner should be on FlipKey. 

I simply can't think of one valid reason not to list on FlipKey. You don't ever have to 
accept an inquiry, but you certainly can't get a booking without an inquiry. 

In terms of value also consider this: The “Booking Fee” is 3% but many forget that the 
cost for credit card processing is usually 2.5% or more, so in reality the booking fee is just 
.05% of the booking since FlipKey takes care of all the payment details for free. This 
also makes dealing with deposits a breeze. FlipKey gives you 7 days to alert them 
otherwise the guest automatically gets their deposit back. 

The bottom line is there is not another major site that can touch FlipKey in terms of Cost 
per Booking. My advertising cost per night booked on FlipKey was about $1 a night vs 
$18 on VRBO and HomeAway in 2013. That's a pretty dramatic difference! 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

VacationRentals.com – Click Here for Subscription Plans

Use coupon code “VRCJ10” to save 10% on the link above.

VacationRentals.com is just $199 a year if purchased separately from HomeAway & 
VRBO. It's not quite as powerful as the other two, but does still provide a great ROI since 
it's less expensive.

One unique feature VacationRentals has that the others don't is the ability to offer 
discounts for free. Take advantage of this!  

Do you have hard to rent dates? Are your weeknights slow? Post a discount for any time 
frame you wish and get highlighted in the search results.

                                                                               Since I posted a “Deal” I'm on
                                                                               Page one & highlighted in green.  

http://VROwnersGuide.com/VacationRentals
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AirBnB – Click Here to Sign Up

AirBnB is a unique listing site. They don't have strong Google rankings like the others I 
recommend, and they probably wouldn't pass my standard “Listing Site Test” which you 
will see in Secret #4. 

However, I still think every VR owner should also list here. 

Why? 

AirBnB has a strong, almost cult like following from users. 

Some VR owners do very well on AirBnB. Most probably get a smaller % of their 
bookings from AirBnB than a VRBO, but since they have the same exact model as the 
free FlipKey listing of a 3% Booking Fee, there is no reason not to be here. 

Additionally, since AirBnB is well funded and profitable, you want to be there ready to go 
when AirBnB becomes even more mainstream. 

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/new
http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

CraigsList – Post for Free in the Vacation Rentals Section 

Oh no....Not CraigsList! 

Oh yes. I know, I know, you hate CraigsList, right? 

CraigsList has a less than stellar reputation due to scammers and sometimes lower end 
shoppers. However, you are missing out on a huge source of potential guests. Of course 
you will need to screen them just as you would from any other source.

        How to List on CraigsList Without Dealing With CraigsList

There's a simple way to avoid the distasteful part of CraigsList. Don't allow any 
communication through CraigsList! Turn off the ability to email & leave out your phone 
number. Force guests to contact you through your favorite listing site to submit an 
inquiry. This way you don't have to change your process and it weeds out most tire-
kickers. Posting your VRBO link also legitimizes your VR since you're on a trusted 
listing site, proving you're not just a scammer who stole pictures off the internet. 

Once you have your listing up, it's super easy to repost it every few days. At least have 
this in your back pocket for when you have a dry spell or need last second bookings.

 

http://CraigsList.org/
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Postlets – Unknown FREE Listing Source! 
While I would guess most experienced VR owners have heard of the previous 6 listing 
sites, I know very few use Postlets.  

What is Postlets? 

Postlets is a very simple way to syndicate a listing to about 20 sites all for free. Sites like 
Zillow, Yahoo, Trulia, Backpage, ByOwnerMLS and more. 

Why don't many VR owners know about it? Probably because it's set up for MONTH long 
rentals. So instead of listing daily or weekly prices, it's done by the month. 

Can I ask you a question?

Would you like to take a VACATION from managing your VR? 

If you've been a VR owner or manager for long, that is a dream come true. That's why 
getting a long one, two or 4 month renter would be rather lovely wouldn't it? 

I certainly enjoyed a nice 6 week VR vacation last summer thanks to Zillow.com!  Nothing 
like a 49 day rental that didn't cost a penny to advertise. 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Other Options – What to Look For

So are your “Must Have” Sites the only ones worth listing on? 

No, there might be a couple more to investigate but do a little research first. (I show you 
how in the next chapter). However, I would approach other sites with a skeptical eye, as 
you will see in the next chapter.  

There are three main categories. One are regional sites. These are sites that only list in a 
particular area and thus could be strong performers locally. 

Secondly, there are niche sites covering a particular type of VR like pet friendly, gay 
friendly, ski cabins, and so on. 

The third is the lesser known national sites like these that have at least 10,000 listings:

● VacationHomeRentals - 60 Day Free Trial – worth trying for the 60 days. If you get a 
booking then that will pay for the $139 annual subscription. 

● VacationRentals411 – Free for standard listing 
● PerfectPlaces - $119 a year 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/VHR
http://VacationRentals411.com/
http://PerfectPlaces.com/
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Expert 
Myth #2 

Bloggers, even really good ones, need things to write about.  So why not give you a list 
of obscure websites to go sign up for as if it’s some secret tip for success?  Well, 
actually it’s a waste of time or money. True, it “won’t hurt” if they are free, but aren’t 
there better things you can do with your time?  

“Here are 10 Sites 
(You've Never Heard of) 
That You Should List On”

Secret #4
Avoid 90% of Listing Sites!

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

There are TONS of listing sites.  90% are a complete waste of time & money. Even 
free ones that cost nothing waste your time if they don’t get web traffic. Listing sites 
need critical mass, meaning unless they have lots of VR’s signed up they won’t get 
visitors. So when you see a site with 4 listings in your area & VRBO has 500, you can  
bet it’s a bust. 

But wait, you just told us in Secret #3 we need to be on all the good sites.  Exactly! 
The emphasis is on GOOD sites that get loads of web traffic. How do we separate the 
good from bad?   

Go to Google and pretend you're looking for your own style VR. 

Type in:   [Your City] + Your type of VR  and/or  VR Terms

Some Examples:  

Flagstaff Cabin for Rent 
Flagstaff Cabin Rentals
Flagstaff Vacation Homes
Flagstaff Vacation Rentals
  

Here's the Listing Site Test:   

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Flagstaff Rental Cabins 
Flagstaff AZ Cabins  

You get the idea. Pick the top 5 or 10 most common variations you think a typical guest 
would type in when searching for your VR.  

Once you’ve typed each one into Google, go count up the listing sites on Page 1.  More 
than likely the 6 sites I have listed above will rank higher & appear more often than any 
other sites, which means more clicks, inquiries and bookings.

If you are considering a listing site and it does not show up on the first page your search 
terms, I would NOT invest in that site. Anything past page 2 might as well be on page 
200. No one will ever see it. Talk about a needle in a haystack!  
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Secret #5
Great Photos = Inquiries Galore

Your photos and your “Thumbnail Photo” in particular can make a huge difference in your 
bookings. Photos are like the first impression in online dating. It's what attracts (or turns 
off) the other party in the first place. If your photos are bad, you won’t get asked out. If 
you were single, would your profile picture be an old grainy photo of you when you just 
woke up out of bed, all groggy with messed up hair? 

Listing on my “Must Have” sites will cost $800 to $1500+ annually to list your property.  

It blows me away that owners will spend $400,000 on a VR, $1000+ a year on listing 
sites, yet will not invest anything on photos. Instead, they use their camera phone to 
take lousy photos with bad lighting. That's like spending 150K on an MBA degree, but 
then writing your resume in crayon.

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

The trap we fall into is we take some photos, look at them, and think “Oh, these look 
pretty good.” When really they don't. Especially when stacked up next to the professional 
photos of your competition. The sooner you invest in quality photography, the sooner your 
inquires will go up significantly. 

Your photos are your #1 selling point.  

Which of two identical VR’s would you rent?  One with mediocre photos, bad lighting, no 
staging, and only 7 photos? Or the second with 25 professional photos, beautifully 
illuminated & staged to the tee? 

The second one is going to get booked EVERY TIME.  Since great photos can easily 
double or triple your inquires, and one weekend booking pays for either a nice camera or 
a professional photographer, it’s really foolish to pass this up. Don't be a fool like me!

Hire a professional photographer. Typically, it's $100 to $500 depending on the market 
& size of your VR. Be sure to hire one that specializes in Real Estate - or even better – 
VR’s, and ask to see his or her work. 

Many photographers also offer video as an add-on, and bundling it with the photo shoot 
is the least expensive time to get it done. YouTube is the second largest search engine 
behind Google so it's smart to post video there + any listing sites that allow it! 
 

Photography Option #1

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

.

Take the photos yourself…ONLY IF you are willing to invest some time & money into 
doing it right. 

Ideally this means getting a basic DSLR camera and taking a class to learn how to use it. 

Personally, I recommend Tyann Marcink’s eBook:

 “Create Killer Vacation Rental Photos” 

Since she is both a professional photographer and 
VR owner, this eBook is tailor-made for our needs.  

The advantage to doing it yourself is once you own
the camera, you can keep updating your photos 
when you update your VR. Plus, you can capture
those rare moments when a deer is wandering through your back yard, or capture that 
perfect blanket of new snow on the cabin to get those seasonal photos.  A professional is 
only there once so it really limits your options…unless you pay them again & again. 

Photography Option #2

http://VROwnersGuide.com/Create-Killer-Photos
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Now that you have great photos that inspire potential guests to click your thumbnail and 
make them want even more, there are a few more steps to consider. 

Caption the Photos – Rather than just captioning the Hot Tub photo with “Hot Tub” try 
something different. Say something like “Imagine you & your partner soaking in bubbles 
after a long day on the ski slopes” or “Ski All Day – Hot Tub All Night!”  You're selling the 
dream vacation, not just listing amenities, so use words that help them imagine 
themselves enjoying your VR.

Think Seasonally – In addition to great photos, you want great timing!  Advertise for the 
season you're booking for, not necessarily the season you're in now. For example, in fall 
when people are planning their winter ski trips, show your cabin with 2 feet of snow, even 
if it hasn’t snowed yet.  Rotating your photos, especially your thumbnail, is key. Same 
goes for your headlines. Use these to announce specials, seasonal points of interest etc. 

 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Secret #6
Reviews = Trust & Trust = Inquiries
Now that you're listed on the major sites with fabulous photos to capture interest, you 
need some 5 star reviews ASAP. Reviews build trust. Of course YOU love your VR, but 
guests want an unbiased view of your VR – and the whole rental experience you provide. 

As I'm sure you understand what makes the rental experience top notch for your guests, 
let's focus on the...  

  Steps to Increasing Your Reviews: 

Before arrival: Don’t just email your guests when they inquire. Call them. Especially if 
you still don’t have many reviews, they will want to talk to you to make sure you're legit. 
Use this time to establish rapport, and make a friend. That’s harder to do over email. The 
deeper relationship you build, the more they will reciprocate with an amazing review. 

During their stay: Text or call shortly after arrival (unless you're lucky enough to greet 
them when they arrive). A friendly “just want to make sure you got in OK & have 
everything you need” message goes a long way. This makes a happy guest, and 
lets you address any issues right away. 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

After they leave - As soon as you know the status of your deposit, email the guest 
letting them know the deposit has been returned.  Then kindly ask for a review on the 
same site they found you on. Provide a direct link to the review page, not just the main 
website. Make this as easy as possible for the guest. Don't make them jump through 
hoops to leave you a review or it will never happen. Also – do NOT be tempted to ask 
them to leave multiple reviews on different websites. Ask them to leave 1 review only. 

Really go above & beyond until you have at least 5 reviews on each site. The fact you 
have 30 on VRBO does no good on FlipKey. (However, HomeAway, VRBO & 
VacationRentals.com all share reviews!) The quicker you get past 5, the quicker you will 
get even more bookings.  

Should you slack off after you get 5 reviews?  Absolutely not. Just really focus on it at the 
beginning to get that snowball rolling, since nothing stops an excited guest in their tracks 
faster than having NO reviews. 

There are several reasons why you always want more reviews. If all your reviews are 3 
years old, people will wonder if you're still in business. Additionally, most listing sites give 
priority ranking to VR’s with more reviews. And finally, if you have 50 five star reviews and 
you get one bad review, it’s not going to hurt you at all. However, if you only have 4 
reviews, and one is bad, that’s a different story and could damage your business 
significantly.
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    PRO TIPS:

Push the review to the site you need it on - If you already have 30 reviews on VRBO 
for example, but now add FlipKey, push ALL your reviews to the new site even if the 
guest came from VRBO. Simply send the guest an email afterwords with the link to the 
site you want the review on. I generally recommend asking for a review on the same site 
they booked you on, but not for a new listing site when you need reviews FAST!

Respond to all your reviews – each time a guest leaves a review, leave an “Owner 
Response.” It shows you care & are addressing any issues. Keep in mind, you're writing 
more to those reading the review than the actual reviewer, so explain how you fixed any 
issues for future guests. Of course, always use a positive and professional tone. 

Use a real guestbook* – I've found it's much easier to get guests to leave a handwritten 
review in a guestbook – without even asking! The great part is you can manually add 
these reviews to your VRBO, HomeAway & VacationRentals.com listing. Manually added 
reviews don't get stars like guest entered online reviews, so they are not quite as 
powerful, but they grow your review numbers amazingly quick. 

*Make sure you get one that has ample writing space to encourage them to write more 
than one sentence. For some reason, longer reviews tend to have more credibility. 
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Secret #7
Rank Higher on Each Site

Each listing site has its own method of ranking you in the results when people search for 
properties. HomeAway & VRBO use subscription levels where you can pay more to rank 
higher. This can move you from being buried on page 8 to page 1 by simply paying more.  
Is it worth the extra cost?  For most, YES! However, if you only have 20 VR’s in your area 
save your money, as you will be on the first page anyway. In general, the more 
competition, the smarter it is to spend extra. 

Aside from paying for higher placement, each of the listing sites determine where you 
rank based on different criteria. These criteria typically improve the booking experience 
for guests and owners alike such as:

● Having an up-to date calendar – sync your calendars to minimize manual updating 
● How quickly you reply to inquiries 
● How many reviews you have
● How many photos you have - use the max they allow 
● Do you accept credit cards   
● Do you use their “Book it Now” feature
● Are all fields in your description filled out fully  
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Each & every one of their suggestions you employ will help you rank over your lazy 
competition.  

 The Power of your Listing Site Descriptions

Just like photo captions, you want your descriptions to allow guests to imagine 
themselves enjoying your VR. Write in a positive & helpful tone. 

List all your amenities including the bedroom set-ups clearly. One of the first questions 
guests will wonder is “How many beds - and what size are they?” Spelling this out will 
eliminate a lot of needless confusion. 

Here are additional listing site links showing you how to rank higher within their websites:

HomeAway/VRBO

VacationRentals.com

FlipKey / TripAdvisor

AirBnB  

http://www.homeaway.com/info/owner-toolkit/listing-quality
http://help.vacationrentals.com/articles/en_US/Article/How-can-I-attract-more-travelers-to-my-listing-vr?
http://help.flipkey.com/hc/en-us/articles/200903257-Property-Rankings-and-Exposure
https://www.airbnb.com/help/question/39
http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Bonus Secret:
Convert Inquiries into Bookings

Now that you are poised to get massive inquiries, do something most owners won’t do.

    Pick up the phone! 

Especially for inquiries that fit your ideal guest profile, call right away. With all the news 
about scams, nothing can close a deal faster than hearing a friendly voice. 

This doesn't mean pressuring them with a hard sell. Just be friendly & answer questions. 
People will then ask “well, how do I book it?” I'm sure you can handle it from there. 

Don’t fall into the trap of getting lazy and just emailing like I have. If you only email, you 
are just one of 9 who replied by email. Separate yourself from the pack and be different!  

For email correspondence speed is key. Read my blog post about
 
“The 5 Ways to Reply Faster to VR Inquiries & Increase Bookings”

Using these tools allows you to respond much faster than your competition. 

http://vrownersguide.com/5-ways-to-reply-to-vacation-rental-inquiries-faster-increase-bookings/
http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Action Items

Knowledge is worthless without ACTION. 
The top 10 actions to Get Booked FAST:  

1) FlipKey – There's no risk to sign up free here
2) AirBnB – Similar model to FlipKey 
3) CraigsList & Postlets – 2 Free and under-utilized listing sources 
4) VRBO – Sign up & consider bumping up your subscription level to get on page 1
5) HomeAway – Sign up or add the US or Global Bundle to add to VRBO or visa versa
6) VacationRentals.com – Sign up or get added to the VRBO/HA Bundle
7) Use the “Listing Site Test” to find (or eliminate) other potential sites to list on
8) Hire a professional photographer or get “Create Killer VR Photos”
9) Aggressively add reviews
10) Use the phone to convert inquiries to bookings

How quickly can you get these items done? A month? A week? Or a day? 

Challenge yourself and get it done.  I can't wait to hear your results! 

http://VROwnersGuide.com/FlipKey
http://VROwnersGuide.com/FlipKey
https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/new
http://Craigslist.org/
http://postlets.com/
http://VROwnersGuide.com/VRBO
http://VROwnersGuide.com/HomeAway
http://VROwnersGuide.com/vacationrentals
http://VROwnersGuide.com/Create-Killer-Photos
http://VROwnersGuide.com/


  

Summary & Survey! 

Using the good listing sites is the easiest way to get booked FAST. Take advantage of the 
“Haystack Strategy” and the “Get Bookings Fast Funnel” to maximize your profit potential. 
Adapt, be flexible, be the first to embrace listing site changes and take ACTION! 

     Thank YOU for joining the VR Owner's Guide community!

I'm happy you are here and want to continue to bring you valuable information to help you 
make you more money with less effort.

       Stay tuned for more updates and let me know how I can help you personally!           
Contact me at steve@VROwnersGuide.com  Thank you!   Steve Sasman  

               Please take my 7 question survey (takes 1 minute) 

                    Listing Site Survey & eBook Evaluation      

mailto:steve@VROwnersGuide.com
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1c-ChFqugZHGYywrWMYq6Aslv5_rEQh6yhKUysMbpfOM/viewform#start=embed
http://VROwnersGuide.com/
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